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Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_\text{m}$</td>
<td>cross-sectional area of the mixing duct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_p$</td>
<td>average throat static pressure coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>nozzle exit width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_0$</td>
<td>nozzle pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_a$</td>
<td>atmospheric pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_\text{th}$</td>
<td>average throat static pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>nozzle pressure ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>longitudinal mean velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X, Y, Z$</td>
<td>Cartesian coordinate system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi$</td>
<td>thrust augmentation ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Psi$</td>
<td>mass augmentation ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>density</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. Introduction

Several experimental studies have been reported

on thrust augmenting ejectors using a single jet. The necessary theoretical framework for this was provided by Von Karman and Keenan et al. One of the main observations from earlier work on ejectors is that the ejector performance can be greatly improved, if the primary and secondary flows mix completely inside the ejector duct. Consequently, several mixing ideas such as the hypermixing nozzles (Bevilaqua and use of screech tones (Hsia, Krothapalli et al.) have been tried out successfully in ejectors with a single primary jet.

In many practical applications, such as in an augmentor wing for V/STOL aircraft, it is common to use a linear array of nozzles as shown in Fig. 1. These multiple jets (MJ) are generally believed to have superior mixing characteristics, and hence a multiple jet ejector can be expected to deliver a better performance than the single jet ejector. Ejectors used in such applications typically employ a large area ratio of about 20–30. They operate quietly even under supersonic discharge conditions and hence offer some advantages. But, the available data on such large area ratio multiple jet ejectors is scant, at best. The present study was aimed at providing this vital information.

To evaluate and ascertain the possible superior performance of a multiple jet ejector, it is necessary to obtain results on an equivalent single jet (ESJ) ejector. A complete definition of the equivalent single jet is not possible because such a jet should be able to generate the effects and flowfields of a multiple jet system in totality. This includes the pressure field set up by the merging jets, the appropriate length scales for the developing as well as the resulting flow, the effect of jet spacing, etc. With these limitations in mind, the equivalent single jet is defined here as a jet having the same total area (momentum) and aspect ratio as that of the multiple jet system tested. Identical tests under identical conditions were carried out on both jet assemblies and their performances were compared. The performance characteristics of an ejector are a function of the following: nozzle pressure ratio, ejector area to jet area ratio, distance from the nozzle exit plane to the throat of the ejector shroud, the number of jets, the spacing between the jets, and the mixing shroud length/diameter ratio. The experiments were carried out to study the effects of these parameters.

II. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

A high-pressure blow-down type air supply stream was used to provide the airflow to a settling chamber 1.75 m long and 0.6 m in diameter. The settling chamber temperature was maintained constant at room conditions, to within 0.5°C over the duration of each test. The flow passed through an adapter containing six flow control screens set 5 cm apart before exhausting through the nozzles.

Two sonic nozzle assemblies were used in the experiment. The multilobe nozzle, shown in Fig. 1a, consisted of five rectangular lobes, spaced 2.4 cm apart, each 0.3 cm wide and 5 cm long, placed on a wedge of 70-deg included angle. Most of the experiments were performed by using the central three lobes. A Cartesian coordinate system defined in Figs. 1 was used for defining the flow.

Data on the equivalent single jet were obtained using the nozzle shown in Fig. 1b. Its exit dimensions were determined to be 0.52 x 8.66 cm, with a 70-deg included angle, by stipulating that its aspect ratio and total flow be the same as that of the multiple jets. However, its longer dimension was chosen to be along the wedge so that the same settling chamber and ejector shroud as used for the multiple jet system could be used.

The ejector shroud was a 50-cm-long constant area duct with a rounded bell mouth inlet (sealed at the corners) to permit gradual acceleration of the entrained air; it is shown schematically in Fig. 1c. The inside flow area could be varied by moving these four walls continuously in the X-Y plane and discretely in the X-Z plane. The shroud could be moved relative to the nozzle exit plane. Accordingly, the throat position, defined to be the plane where the bell mouth meets the straight walls, could also be varied.

Static pressure measurements and velocity measurements with a hot wire were obtained at stagnation pressures ranging from 1.36 to 3.4 kg/cm² ($R = 1.36 – 3.4$) for ejector area to...
nozzle area ratios of 14, 20, 26, and 33. Sufficient care was taken to insure that the experimental conditions were steady and that the temperature was the same as that during calibration of the hot wire. Further details can be found in Chandrasekhar et al.

In addition to the previously mentioned quantitative measurements, schlieren flow visualization studies were also conducted. These studies showed no screech tones and indicated that acoustic interaction was not a significant factor in the multiple jet flow. These studies have been presented in detail in Refs. 11 and 12.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Surface Pressure Measurements

The thrust contributed by the ejector shroud with a curved wall is equal to the integration of the force due to the wall pressure in the projection plane perpendicular to the ejector axis. (See Ref. 6 for a description of augmentation based on energy transfer between the primary and secondary streams.)

For an ejector with a constant area mixing duct, the excess thrust is produced mainly from the inlet section. This being the case, the magnitude of surface pressure in the inlet region can determine the thrust augmentation of an ejector. Figure 2 is a plot of the average of the measured throat pressures in a plane, \( C_p \), vs the pressure ratio for different area ratios and nozzle-throat distances (N-T). As indicated by the one-dimensional, inviscid, compressible flow analysis of Keenan et al., it was found that the throat pressure varied linearly with increasing nozzle-throat distance. An increase in the value of \( C_p \) generally means less entrainment of the ambient fluid and, hence, a degradation of the total performance. At larger area ratios, at 33, for example the sensitivity of \( C_p \) to changes in nozzle-throat distance is relatively less. For the equivalent single jet ejector, it was observed that the variation of \( C_p \) with \( R \) was insensitive to changes in nozzle-throat distance in the range tested.

Figure 2 also compares the \( C_p \) variation with \( R \) for both single and multiple jet ejectors at an area ratio of 20 for a nozzle-throat distance of 1.1 cm. For this area ratio and for underexpanded conditions, the \( C_p \) values for the multiple jet ejector are lower, indicating a better performance. The irregular behavior of \( C_p \) for a single jet ejector is a result of acoustic interactions inside the duct, the details of which are described by Hsia et al. It was also found that, for subsonic conditions, i.e., for \( R \leq 1.9 \), the difference in the data for single and multiple jet ejectors at corresponding conditions are insuffi-
B. Performance Characteristics

The performance characteristics of an ejector are measured in terms of the mass augmentation ratio $\Psi$ and thrust augmentation ratio $\Phi$. These are defined here as

$$\Psi = \frac{\text{total mass flow at the duct exit (primary + secondary)}}{\text{primary jet mass flow}}$$

$$\Phi = \frac{\text{thrust produced by the ejector}}{\text{thrust produced by isentropically expanding the primary jet}}$$

The actual thrust produced was not directly measured. It was estimated by integrating the measured exit velocity profiles and obtaining a mass averaged velocity. This method of performance computation depends on the accuracy of the hot-wire data and the distribution of data points across a profile. However, $\Phi$ and $\Psi$ values computed for the two tests studied involve the same uncertainties, and so the comparison may still be valid.

The mass augmentation characteristics of the two ejectors are shown in Fig. 3a for an area ratio of 20. It can be seen that, under identical subsonic conditions of operation, the equivalent single jet ejector entrains about 5% more ambient air than the corresponding single jet by about 10%. The mass augmentation ratio $\Psi$ is plotted in Fig. 3b for different pressure ratios for an area ratio of 20. As before, it is observed that, for $R \leq 1.9$, the equivalent single jet ejector produces better augmentation than a corresponding multiple jet ejector. But, for $R > 1.9$, the multiple jet ejector provides about 10% augmentation in thrust. The reason for the drop in performance in the transonic region ($R \approx 2$) is not clear.

In order to better understand this observed effect, exit velocity profiles from the two ejector systems were compared for an area ratio of 20:1. These and additional results can be found in Ref. 11. It was found that, for $R = 1.7$ (subsonic conditions), the equivalent single jet system showed better mixing, as evidenced by the overlapping of the velocity distributions at different cross sections. On the other hand, for the supersonic discharge condition of $R = 3.38$, the multiple jet system showed better mixing. This is probably due to the stronger pressure field set up in the initial developing region for the underexpanded jet, creating a stronger interaction between the jets resulting in enhanced mixing. However, the flow in this region is very complex and needs to be studied in great detail before definitive explanations can be offered. Nevertheless, it is clear that better performance is always related to better mixing.

IV. Conclusions

This work was aimed at determining the performance of a supersonic multiple jet ejector. In so doing, it was realized that a proper base for comparison of the results was not available. The study was expanded to establish this base by defining an equivalent single jet ejector and conducting identical tests on an ejector using such a jet.

The following major conclusions can be drawn from this study:

1) The location of the ejector throat relative to the nozzle exit plane has a large effect on the ability of the ejector to entrain the ambient fluid and deliver a better performance. The performance deteriorates monotonically as the throat moves farther.

2) A multiple jet ejector is superior to a single jet ejector from a performance point of view because of enhanced mixing under supersonic conditions. For subsonic conditions, a single jet ejector seems to be better.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of performance characteristics of the ejectors:

\( a \) mass augmentation $\Psi$; \( b \) thrust augmentation $\Phi$. 